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Practical information: Shuttle buses

Other options

Public transport:
- bus number 39
- schedule in front of lecture hall

Taxi: 
- takes 5 minutes to order; costs ~10€
- can be ordered via conference desk

Locals....



Conference Venue

Otto Hahn Lecture Hall

Central Seminar Room

coffee, lunch, ...

Registration
Coffee breaks
…

X
X

X



Covid
In Germany in general:
- Most protective measures are in general no longer in place
- Masks are obligatory in planes, trains, public transport, hospitals or similar

Covid rules at MPIK:
- Make use of self-tests at the hotel before coming to MPIK

è catches many cases effectively before symptoms appear
- Maintain reasonable distancing (spread over lecture rooms, coffee outside)
- Wear masks whenever distancing cannot be sufficiently maintained
- Any signs of symptoms: self-test à PCR test à inform us

Still relevant?
- List of testing services in Heidelberg:

https://www.heidelberg.de/hd/testangebote+in+heidelberg.html
- Need a test before traveling home? è ask us

è ask us if you need any help / advice

https://www.heidelberg.de/hd/testangebote+in+heidelberg.html


Practical information:
Talks:
- All talks è uploaded to Indico or sent to wsorg@mpi-hd.mpg.de < 1hr before

Coffee breaks, lunches, reception, BBQ è at the conference site

Internet:
- eduroam à just connect
- ask at conference desk for personal access code

Sessions:
- Session chairs è stay in time ; shown times INCLUDE discussion time
- Q&A: Wait for microphone for questions / comments

Excursion & Conference Dinner
- detailed announcements with details to come

mailto:wsorg@mpi-hd.mpg.de?subject=slides


MPG – Max Planck Gesellschaft: 
~80 Max-Planck institutes (MPIs), 2-8 divisions each, ~16.000 employees, budget ~1.6Bn€ 

MPIK: 5 divisions, ~450 people, physics program around two themes

Particle and astroparticle physics çè quantum dynamics
various well known activities in the past: GALLEX, GNO, HdM, Borexino, Double Chooz, …
HESS, CTA, LHCb, GERDA, 
Double Chooz, LEGEND200, 
STEREO, CONUS
XENON100, XENON1T, ...nT
theory:
- neutrinos
- dark matter
- beyond the Standard Model
- early universe
- high energy astrophysics

Some quick details about MPIK



Today’s Program

Posters & Welcome reception



Enjoy the Symposium!


